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Union Market Neighbors
~ For Better Planning ~

Governing Principles
Created April 2016; Unrevised

Union Market Neighbors (“UMN”) is an unincorporated non-profit citizens associated formed 
pursuant to DC Code § 29–1100, inter-alia, also  known as the Unincorporated Non-Profit
Association Act of 2012.

UMN spun-off from and is associated with DC for Reasonable Development (DC4RD;
www.dc4reality.org) which is another unincorporated non-profit association located in the
District of Columbia.  UMN and DC4RD are still connected for informational sharing purposes
but otherwise UMN operates autonomously under its own rules and with its own participating
members. 

Per the law, the following “Governing Principles” prescribe how UMN operates so to meet the
objectives of the association.  UMN's Governing Principles act as an extension of, or take
precedent in lieu of the specific requirements of DC Code § 29–1100, inter-alia.

Association Mission
.

UMN seeks to protect and preserve the personal and property interests of DC residents, families, 
and those living, working, and playing in the neighborhoods within proximity and adjacent to the
area known as Union Market located in Wards 5 & 6 of the District of Columbia.  

Association Purpose
.

UMN is an unincorporated non-profit citizen association that meets online and in-person to 
discuss, evaluate, and act on basic planning science, agency reports, empirical socio-economic
data, municipal planning tenants and the law, taken all together to seek to preserve and protect
the personal and property interests of participating members and to mitigate against displacement
pressures, negative environmental impacts, and adverse affects on public services affects brought
about by poorly-planned profit-driven corporate and institutional construction projects and real-
estate developments in our communities and throughout the city. 

Association Structure
.

UMN is a fluid and flexible citizens association with very light financial liabilities, and consists
of an all-volunteer membership. UMN managers guide the general direction of the association 
and activities therein, and keep the members informed of association activities and other 
development news that may affect the membership.  Active members keep abreast of the news
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and association activities, provide volunteer help and in-kind assistance when possible, issue
consensus on major association decisions and expenditures, and can petition managers for 
assistance in matters where development policies, projects, and real-estate concerns may affect
their quality of life.

UMN Participants (Members)
Any resident, family, or small business operator living or working in the District of Columbia, 
especially in the area in proximity to the Union Market neighborhood in Wards 5 & 6 of DC can
be a participating member of UMN so as long as they agree with the UMN mission and agree to 
receive information from UMN. UMN members can participate through meetings, in-person and 
online, through social media, the signing of petitions, and otherwise being active in UMN
campaigns. There are no UMN membership fees and the level of one's activity in UMN is
determined by one's own chosen level of participation. Any UMN participant may petition UMN
Facilitators for representation at administrative hearings, through court filings, or at any other
proceeding or meeting, legally-related or otherwise, regarding the protection of their personal
and property interests from demonstrated threats driven by development projects, or from any 
other activities in the District of Columbia, or elsewhere, as long as the threat is concrete, direct, 
and not speculative.  When UMN Facilitators reach out to UMN participants seeking consent on 
a major question or decision regarding the association, affirmative consent is presumed given by 
default unless individual UMN participants actively submit opposition in writing blocking the
decision within the timeframe set forth with the question.

UMN Facilitators (Managers)
The founders of UMN are the original managers of this unincorporated non-profit citizens
association per DC Code § 29–1100, inter-alia. UMN managers will be known as Facilitators. 
Facilitators can call meetings and implement participant polls, and can conduct business on 
behalf of UMN if the business involves limited financial expenditures (less than $750.00).  
Facilitators can make legal representations on behalf of UMN before administrative agencies,
courts, or other such entities, and can otherwise choose who may represent UMN before said 
entities.  UMN Facilitators are also responsible for informing and updating UMN participants
about UMN campaigns and activities. Facilitators may be recalled from their position at anytime
by UMN participants. If a recall request is delivered to the UMN list and there are no objections
by any other UMN participant, then the Facilitator is recalled, and reverts simply to a participant.
Facilitators may also resign in writing at anytime by sending a note to the list of UMN
participants. Facilitators otherwise have no terms or term-limits. There shall be no more than
three UMN Facilitators operating in good-faith at any given time. UMN Facilitators may seek 
consensus of UMN participants in selecting new UMN Facilitators. If all UMN Facilitators
resign or are recalled simultaneously, UMN as an association shall dissolve and cease operations.
Expenditures by the association of more than $750.00 requires the consent of active participating
UMN participants.   UMN Facilitators may choose to hire staff to assist the work of UMN. 
Facilitators swear to uphold the mission of UMN as stated above. 
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Union Market / FLA Ave.
EXPLOSION OF DEVELOPMENT

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/tag/union_market
.

In the next several years, city planners working with developers want to blow up DC's only
wholesale marketplace and replace it many100+ tall buildings with 6000+ luxury residential
units (less than 200 family sized units), more than 1000 luxury hotel rooms, and 500+ million
square feet of retail space and 700,000 square feet of office space.

• 6000+ new residential units
(95%+ of new housing for singles)

• 1000+ new luxury hotel rooms
• No libraries; No schools; No Parks; No Police/Fire Stations; No $ and help for a flailing

Metro
.

City planners have eschewed a whole neighborhood approach with this massive explosion of development and 

the result is no honest talk of social needs with the community in focus, like parks, libraries, schools, police

stations, fire stations, infrastructure, transit upgrades, or affordable commercial and housing for local

entrepreneurs and working-class families.  And there's little collaboration about mitigating construction and 

ongoing impacts to the surrounding communities, where our kids, seniors and families live and work.
.

WHAT DO WE WANT! (see the other side)  || (240) 308-8872 || unionmarketneighbors@gmail.com



UNION MARKET NEIGHBORS

want equity and mitigation of
development impacts!

Currently anyone can construct new

buildings around Union Market at 3 to 5 

stories, but The Mayor's Office of 

Planning and Zoning Commission are

waiving these rules and allowing the

developers to build 10 to 13 story 

buildings – yes – right across the street

from 2 and 3 story rowhouses and single

family homes.  The tremendous real estate

and air rights value being given to 

developers must translate into an equitable

sharing of the costs to upgrade the area's

infrastructure, transit systems, and most

importantly developers must bear some of 

the cost in mitigating and protecting the

community from construction impacts and 

long term displacement impacts.  And the

city must step up to ensure these

development burdens are shared equally.
.

NEIGHBORS LIVING AROUND UNION MARKET
DESERVE BETTER MUNICIPAL PLANNING THAT PROTECTS YOUR

PERSONAL QUALITY OF LIFE AND PROPERTY INTERESTS.
.

UNION MARKET NEIGHBORS SEEK TO:

• Protect the community from land value

destabilization and unwanted displacement

pressures

• Protect the overall health and environment

of the community

• Protect families, children and elders of the

community from increased traffic and noise

and other quality of life impacts

• Protect the existing levels of public services

like access to bus/metro, reliable utilities

infrastructure, emergency response time and

capacity, and community facility services

like schools, libraries, and wellness centers

UNION MARKET NEIGHBORS PROPOSE:

• Implementing a neighborhood wide property 

tax freeze, so that as the surrounding property

taxes rise, longtime residents and landlords

can rely on a steady tax rate to stay in the

community

• Creating an affordable housing fund specific

to the neighborhood to help with home

repairs, rent arrears, financing for home

ownership, and other emergency needs

• Implement an omnibus agreement between 

the city and developers to mitigate

construction impacts and longterm quality of 

life impacts as the new development rises.
.

You can help in winning our proposals! Participate in this campaign us:

UNION MARKET NEIGHBORS
(240) 308-8872 || unionmarketneighbors@gmail.com
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PERSONAL ATTESTATION

My name is Isaac Solomon and I am over the age of 18. I attest to the following statements
as true under penalty of perjury. 

I live at 1218 5th Street NE, Washington, DC 20002. I enjoy my neighborhood, where I've
lived for more than 25 years. I am a renter. 

I had the honor to be at the DC Court of Appeals last week, October 12, 2017. I am hoping to
inform anyone willing to listen to my story.

I've been living on 5th Street NE since 1991. Never did anyone visit my house telling me
about anything like what is unfolding now at Union Market, until last summer. I was visited 
by volunteers with Union Market Neighbors and they told me about what is at stake.

I found out that I will permanently have to deal with more than 15 new high-rise downtown
style “Planned Unit Development” construction projects and new buildings and see them
from both my front porch and backyard.

I have joined Union Market Neighbors (UMN) and asked them to help me protect the
existing quiet character and rowhouse family-oriented aesthetic of my community of which I
enjoy now. I am aggrieved because as I understand city planners have failed to protect the
area around these PUDs, including me and my home by leaving development impacts un-
dealt with, hurting me and my surrounding community.

I look at the overall Union Market plans and I see overcrowding of high-rise, high-value
projects in the area around my house, a rowhouse connected to others (typical DC
rowhouse district) forming the character and neighborhood aesthetic I enjoy and have for
decades. It is a low-rise neighborhood with large porches where neighbors talk to each
other.

What is being proposed are downtown-sized glass and steel buildings, rising up all around
me with thousands of new residences, new high-dollar hotel rooms, a wall of traffic, and
many more diesel deliveries, tractor trailers, trucks, tour buses, and lots of new wealthy
people.

My neighborhood is warm and quiet. They want to put tall cold steel in a big way, 10+
stories against the back drop of 2 and 3 story rowhouses.

I understood that by law DC's planning agencies and zoning decisions were to consider who 
and what is vulnerable to development impacts in the surrounding area. In what I've seen,
there isn't much planning happening that considers folks like me, and I live at the headway
of this massive construction farce.

I hate downtown and I don't live down there for a reason, its unfair that they are dropping it
around me without looking at basic impacts. The increase in sheer refuse, from the hotels
alone, will cause significant rodent problems for me and my tidy yet old neighborhood. 



I appreciate my neighbors and am deeply concerned about the concrete risk to folks walking
in my community, like I enjoy doing to greet nearby friends I've known for a long time. And,
there are lots of kids around here. Come by when school lets out. They are proposing
building busy hotels right near our schools.

All the additional new diesel trucks whizzing by will threaten our safety and impair our
health. And, I count on the ease of parking that I have and use right now in front of my
house and on my block. And the current reasonable levels of traffic make it easy for a 
person like me to get around, all of which will be greatly impacted and negatively so by
these unevaluated projects.

For example, the emergency response time that will be reduced due to increases in traffic,
threatening me and my elderly neighbors who I appreciate as longtime members of my
community. And, the physical state of my house is being imminently threatened by the
vibrations of the big rigs and construction cranes crews, trucks, loud machines, driving
around my home, all so they can build their big unwanted buildings.

The numbers of luxury projects being proposed will absolutely destabilize the land values of
my low rise residential community and of the property where I live. I will be displaced as I 
am not flush, and if the Zoning Commission did a basic census tract review they'd see the
area is vulnerable to gentrification. Take a look at how the big projects did on H Street, NE. 
The gentrification-storm is obvious there.

I will see the proposed Union Market “Planned Unit Development” projects from both my
front porch and backyard. The decision-makers have hurt me by ignoring how these
projects, individually and taken together, will obviously and wholly upset my community,
threatening the character and aesthetic of my community. As a matter of course and
common sense, planners were to look at how the surrounding area is impacted. As far as I 
can tell they didn't.

I thought basic planning impacts were something common knowledge and we'd didn't have
to fight so hard to get heard. But clearly, I am aggrieved by the unevaluated development 
impacts and I am asking for help.

Signed,

Isaac Solomon
1218 5th Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 441 4179
bus4me@msn.com







Union Market Neighbors (UMN)

Sign ins; Information Share &
Meetings July & August (summer 2017)
Court on 10/12

Shanifinne B.
Isaac S. 
Ilaf A. w/ Amir A. (*info)

Maria H. (*info)

Gregory S. (*solidarity)

Melania H. (*info)

Kimberly L. (*info)

Andrew R. (*info)

Jessica N.
Bill R. (*info)

Caitlin C. (*info)

Chris O.




